
       Name, description and value range of a set of core terms used by the 

Cloud4All/GPII architecture -- users describe what needs and preferences 

they have and solutions declare what needs and preferences their settings 

cover. 

For example, magnificationFactor would describe the magnification factor 

of a screen magnifier. By referring to this Common Term, it is ensured that 

users, solutions, etc., are referring to the same thing as well as ensuring 

the use of common units and value range.
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The purpose of the Common Terms Registry is to encourage and 
enable all stakeholders to use the same terms when describing 
the same user needs and preferences in the User Preference 
server. 

The purpose, format and maintenance of the Common Terms 
Registry will be defined in more detail by ISO 24751 REVISION 
(now underway).

The Common Terms Registry contains items like the following:

       Operators and conditions are stored in users’ Cloud4All/GPII preference 

sets. Any operator and/or condition in a user’s preference set is defined in 

the registry, to ensure that no ambiguity arises and that the definitions can 

be looked up in a single place.
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Alphabetical1 entry not translated to English

search

AboutHome Username

v. 3 draft

v. 3 candidate

An alias

Another alias

Value space
URI

Uses
GPII (source), Another User, Another Use, and 15 more

v. 5 approved

alphanumericKeyboardLayoutCustom

Custom keyboard layout

Data element identifying a document containing a specification of a custom spatial arrangement of 
keys of an alphanumeric keyboard... show more

39 aliases

Value space
true, false

Notes

Quisque viverra bibendum pharetra. Suspendisse eget elit sodales, rhoncus nibh et, pulvinar felis. 

Morbi consectetur lorem a bibendum fringilla.

Uses
GPII (source), Another User, Another Use, Fusce Consectetur,

Purus ut Lobortis Imperdiet, Donec at Gravida, Velit, Sed Tincidunt Mattis,

Eros, Ac aliquet Lorem Varius vitae

v. 5 approved

loremIpsumDolorSitAmet

Another Term

Nulla congue, ligula sit amet pellentesque rutrum, eros enim sodales tortor, volutpat volutpat tellus 
nibh a eros. Quisque vehicula enim ut auctor mollis. Etiam vitae ante interdum, sagittis augue ut, 
adipiscing tortor. Nulla facilisi.

15 aliases
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